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In this paper, the notion of loss of sustainability of a mechanical state in a granular assembly is investigated. The van-
ishing of the second-order work, deﬁned on the macroscopic scale from tensorial variables, is shown to play a fundamental
role in detecting the occurrence of this type of bifurcation. Then a link is established between the macroscopic second-order
work on the specimen scale and a discrete local expression that introduces microscopic variables deﬁned on each contact
scale. This relation opens up a micro-mechanical interpretation allowing one to examine which micro-structural features
are responsible for the vanishing of the macroscopic second-order work. Finally, it is established that both geometrical and
material micro-structural origins may combine to induce the occurrence of bifurcation on a specimen scale.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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To a large extent, granular materials constitute one of the most familiar materials encountered in a variety
of situations. Granular materials are implicated in many industrial contexts: mixing of pharmaceutical gran-
ules, ﬂow of chemical powders, storage of agro-alimentary grains such as cereals, etc. Many geomaterials also
exhibit a discrete fabric and therefore deserve to be considered as granular. This is the case, of course, of sand
layers in soils or rocky talus below cliﬀs in mountain areas, as well as concrete, which can be described as a
mixture of gravels contained in a cemented matrix (Magnier and Donze´, 1998; Hentz et al., 2004). Snow mate-
rial can also be considered as a granular medium since it is composed of an assembly of contacting ice grains
bonded by ice necks over a wide range of densities (Nicot, 2003, 2004).
The discrete structure of granular materials makes it possible for sudden rearrangements to occur, thereby
changing the micro-structure of the material by sliding and opening existing contacts and creating new0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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various macroscopic constitutive properties. Indeed, it can be shown that the well-recognized incrementally
nonlinear behavior1 of granular materials can be related to each contact’s mechanical regime (elastic or plastic
regime leading or not to contact opening) and its dependence on the macroscopic incremental loading direc-
tion (Darve and Nicot, 2005a). One recurrent question often debated for granular materials concerns the exis-
tence of possible unstable states (see for instance Rudnicki and Rice, 1975; Vardoulakis and Sulem, 1995; Lade
et al., 1988; Lade and Pradel, 1990; Lade et al., 1993; Hill, 1958; Darve et al., 1995; Bigoni and Hueckel, 1991).
The notion of stability, or conversely instability, appeared early in many scientiﬁc ﬁelds such as chemistry,
biology, mechanics, and computational sciences. This notion applies to a given phenomenon with respect
to its evolution over time. A commonly admitted deﬁnition is the following: a system is reputed unstable if
and only if an inﬁnitesimal perturbation induces ﬁnite changes in the state of the system. However, no general
deﬁnition exists. Historically, in the ﬁeld of solid mechanics, the ﬁrst attempt to deﬁne instability in a proper
mathematical framework can be attributed to Lyapunov (Lyapunov, 1907). Lyapunov proposed a deﬁnition
of stability for the trajectory of celestial bodies, described as material points subjected to central gravitational
forces. Namely, considering a body whose position and velocity at time t are ~x1 and ~v1, respectively, and
assuming that a ‘‘small’’ perturbation is applied at this time on its position and its velocity, Lyapunov queried
whether the trajectory of this body remains close to the trajectory it would have had without this perturbation.
He ﬁnally proposed the following deﬁnition:
The trajectory of a rigid body is reputed stable if and only if "ex > 0 and "ev > 0, $gx(ex, ev) > 0 and
$gv(ex, ev) > 0, so that if k~x1ðtÞ ~x2ðtÞk < ex and k~v1ðtÞ ~v2ðtÞk < ev, then "t 0 > t, k~x1ðt0Þ ~x2ðt0Þk < gx and
k~v1ðt0Þ ~v2ðt0Þk < gv.
The extension of this deﬁnition to the continuum framework can be achieved in materials sciences by intro-
ducing an adequate topology. In this particular context, the notion of stability relates to a stress–strain state of
a given material with respect to its evolution under prescribed loading conditions. Thus, the following deﬁni-
tion is usually adopted (Darve et al., 1995):
A stress–strain state, for a given material after a given loading history, is called stable, if for every positive
scalar e, a positive number g(e) exists such that for all incremental loading bounded by g(e), the associated
responses remain bounded by e.
However, the main diﬃculty with this deﬁnition consists in proposing a related manageable criterion for
practical use. In this context, Hill’s suﬃcient condition of stability (Hill, 1958) is often considered to describe
the occurrence of ‘‘material instability’’ (see also Petryk, 1999, for an overview). Hill’s material instability cri-
terion applies to conjugate macroscopic variables, namely dr and de, which are related by constitutive equa-
tions (Hill, 1958). This criterion, applied to a material point, states that for a given material after a given
stress–strain history, this material point is reputed unstable if at least one stress increment dr exists, associated
with a strain response de, so that d2W ¼ dr : de 6 0. More generally, a material system of volume V, subjected
to dead forces on its contour, in a given equilibrium mechanical state deﬁned by the conjugate macroscopic
stress and strain tensor ﬁelds, after a given loading history, is reputed unstable if at least one stress increment
ﬁeld dr exists, related to a strain response ﬁeld de, so that d2W ¼ RV dr : dedV 6 0. What does this mean?
Without changing the external forces applied to the boundary (or to a part of the boundary), the deformation
of the system can be pursued, inﬁnitesimally, with no input of energy from the observer (Darve et al., 1995;
Darve and Laouafa, 2002; Darve et al., 2004; Darve and Vardoulakis, 2005). Nevertheless, as pointed out by
Osinov (Osinov and Wu, 2005), the link between Hill’s criterion and Lyapunov’s deﬁnition can only be estab-
lished in very speciﬁc cases, and is generally no longer valid in the general case. Counter examples can be
found that show that a mechanical state is stable in Lyapunov’s sense, but unstable in Hill’s sense.
In this paper, the notion of instability is left aside, substituted by the more general notion of bifurcation
(Petryk, 1993; Bigoni, 2000): roughly speaking, a bifurcation corresponds to a sudden change in the state
of a system under continuous variations in the state variables. In this context, it is established in this paper
that a mechanical system, in equilibrium under prescribed boundary conditions, may spontaneously develop1 A rate-independent behavior is called incrementally nonlinear if the relation between the stress rate (or incremental stress) and the
strain rate (or incremental strain) is nonlinear.
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the second-order work, as deﬁned by Hill (1958), is shown to play a fundamental role to detect whether a
mechanical state of a given system corresponds to such a bifurcation.
Then this question is investigated in the case of granular materials. As bifurcation is a macroscopic notion
linked to the behavior of the whole specimen, it is appealing to relate this notion to micro-structural features.
Similar attempts were revealed to be fruitful in analyzing several macroscopic features in granular materials
from micro-mechanical arguments by considering a multi-scale approach (Darve and Nicot, 2005a,b; Nicot
and Darve, 2005, 2006a,b). Considering that the contact zone between each pair of adjoining granules can
be described as a thin interfacial body, the macroscopic second-order work, expressed from tensorial variables,
is proved to correspond to the discrete second-order work deﬁned as the summation of all the microscopic
second-order works over all the contacts expressed by means of microscopic variables on the contact scale.
This basic micro–macro correspondence is of great interest since it relates a macroscopic notion to micro-
structural elements, giving rise to a micro-mechanical interpretation of the vanishing of the second-order work
in granular materials. Finally, a micro-mechanical investigation has revealed that a material origin, involving
the mechanical behavior of each individual contact, coexists with a geometrical origin related to the sudden
opening of existing contacts.
Throughout this paper, only rate-independent materials are considered. Body forces will be ignored, and
without additional prescription, the summation convention on repeated indices will be employed. Moreover,
time and spatial derivatives of any variable w will be distinguished by denoting dw the time derivative of w
(deﬁned as the product of the particulate derivative _w by the inﬁnitesimal time increment dt) with respect
to a given frame, and by denoting dw the spatial derivative of w, with dw ¼ owoxi dxi. For any (one- or two-order)
tensor A, At denotes the transpose tensor. In addition, the following developments evolve in the general con-
text of large strains.
2. The second-order work as a bifurcation criterion
Throughout this section, a system made up of a volume Vo of a given material, initially in a conﬁguration
Co (initial conﬁguration) is considered. After a loading history, the system is in a strained conﬁguration C and
occupies a volume V, in equilibrium under a prescribed external loading. This loading is controlled by speciﬁc
static or kinematic parameters, referred to as the control parameters. It will be assumed hereafter that the
physico-chemical properties of the constituents of the system are not altered, and that no matter is added
to or removed from the system. In addition, only isothermal transformations will be considered, so that
the system can only exchange mechanical energy with the exterior. The current boundary (C) of the material
can be resolved into one part (Cr) controlled by static parameters and a complementary part (Ce) controlled by
kinematic parameters. ~f Cr denotes the surface density of force applied to (Cr) and~uCe represents the displace-
ment ﬁeld imposed at each point of (Ce).
We introduce the transformation v relating each material point~x of the current conﬁguration C to the cor-
responding material point ~X of the initial conﬁguration Co. The continuity of the matter ensures that v is bijec-
tive. One consequence is that the jacobian J of the tangent linear transformation F , with F ij ¼ oxioXj, is strictly
positive. The displacement ﬁeld~u of material points between both initial and current conﬁgurations is deﬁned
by the relation~x ¼ ~X þ~u.
2.1. Loss of sustainability of a mechanical state: a bifurcation point
Let a mechanical equilibrium conﬁguration, characterized by the stress tensor ﬁeld r1 together with the dis-
placement vector ﬁeld ~u1, be considered. Let us assume that the system, without any change in the control
parameters, has evolved from the ﬁrst equilibrium conﬁguration to another state characterized by both stress
r2 and displacement~u2 ﬁelds; this new state is not necessarily an equilibrium state. The notion of sustainability
of a mechanical state can therefore be deﬁned as follows:
Let a volume of a rate-independent material (system), deﬁned by both conjugate stress r and displacement~u
ﬁelds, in equilibrium under a loading governed by speciﬁc control parameters, be considered. The mechanical
state of the system is reputed unsustainable if and only if two linked incremental displacement and stress ﬁelds
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(which is not necessarily in equilibrium) deﬁned by both stress rþ dr and displacement ~uþ d~u ﬁelds can be
encountered by the system with no changes in the control parameters, by following a dynamic process.
Conversely, the mechanical state of the system is reputed sustainable if and only if whatever the two linked
incremental displacement and stress ﬁelds d~u and dr, the mechanical state deﬁned by both stress rþ dr and
displacement ~uþ d~u ﬁelds cannot be encountered by the system with no changes in the control parameters.
The notion of loss of sustainability of a mechanical state is appealing because it means that a material sys-
tem can reach a new mechanical state without the help of external agencies (control parameters are maintained
constant). It must be noted that this notion is diﬀerent from the notion of controllability introduced by Nova
(Nova, 1994). Indeed, considering a soil specimen in a given mechanical state, Nova queried whether a loading
program could be pursued. The notion of controllability therefore applies to a loading program, and not to a
mechanical state. Here, we examine whether a material system, in an equilibrium state, can evolve by itself
toward another mechanical state that can be out of mechanical equilibrium. Thus, as will be developed here-
after, kinetic energy can be created spontaneously from an equilibrium state. As the evolution of the system is
governed by control parameters, these parameters constitute a sub-set of the state variables of the system. If
the system can develop kinetic energy from an equilibrium state, without change in the control parameters,
then the response of the system suddenly changes under a continuous variation in the state variables. This
is therefore a proper bifurcation state.
In the next section, the second-order work is shown to play a fundamental role to detect this type of
bifurcation.2.2. Loss of sustainability and vanishing of the second-order work
The instantaneous evolution of the system, in the equilibrium conﬁguration C at time t, is governed by the
following energy conservation equation:dEcðtÞ ¼
Z
C
rijnjdui dS
Z
V
rij
oðduiÞ
oxj
dV ð1Þwhere dEc represents the current change in kinetic energy of the system. It is convenient to express the integrals
in Eq. (1) with respect to the initial conﬁguration (that is a ﬁxed conﬁguration) by using the change in vari-
ables ~x ¼ v ~X . Recalling that dV = JdVo, and using Nanson’s formula, ~ndS ¼ JðF 1Þt~N dSo, which relates
the current surface vector ~ndS to the corresponding surface vector ~N dSo in the initial conﬁguration, Eq.
(1) is written:dEcðtÞ ¼
Z
Co
Jrij v ~X
  
F 1kj Nkdui v ~X
  
dSo 
Z
V o
rij v ~X
   oðduiÞ
oX k
oX k
oxj
J dV o ð2Þwhich yields:dEcðtÞ ¼
Z
Co
PijN jdui dSo 
Z
V o
Pij
oðduiÞ
oX j
dV o ð3Þwith:P ¼ Jr F 1
 t
ð4Þwhere P denotes the Piola–Kirchoﬀ stress tensor of the ﬁrst kind, and Co is the Vo boundary. As P is built
from the current forces acting in the current conﬁguration C with respect to the initial conﬁguration Co, this
is a semi-Lagrangian tensor. It is worth noting that this tensor can be related to Hill’s nominal tensor sH , since
P ¼ sH t. For the sake of readability, when no confusion is possible, the quantity ~u v ~X
   ¼~u  v ~X  will be
simply denoted ~u, as in Eq. (3).
Diﬀerentiation of Eq. (3) gives:
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Z
Co
dPijNjdui dSo þ
Z
Co
PijNjd
2ui dSo 
Z
V o
dPij
oðduiÞ
oX j
dV o 
Z
V o
Pij
oðd2uiÞ
oX j
dV o ð5ÞIt is worth noting that both operators ooXj ðspatial differentiationÞ and dÆ(particulate time derivative) commute
in the Lagrangian description, which is not the case in the Eulerian description due to existence of a convective
term. Taking advantage of Green’s formula, namely
R
V o
Pij
oðd2uiÞ
oX j
dV o ¼
R
Co
PijN jd
2ui dSo 
R
V o
oPij
oX j
d2ui dV o,
and recalling that "M 2 Vo, oPijoX j ¼ 0 (the system is in an equilibrium state at time t), it follows that:d2EcðtÞ ¼
Z
Co
dPijNjdui dSo 
Z
V o
dPij
oðduiÞ
oX j
dV o ð6ÞFurthermore, the two-order Taylor expansion of the kinetic energy reads:Ecðtþ DtÞ ¼ EcðtÞ þ Dt _EcðtÞ þ ðDtÞ
2
2
€EcðtÞ þ oðDtÞ3 ð8DtÞ ð7ÞAs the system is in an equilibrium state at time t, then Ec(t) = 0 and _Ec(t) = 0. Eq. (7) therefore reads:d2EcðtÞ ¼ 2Ecðtþ DtÞðDtÞ2 d
2tþ oðDtÞd2t ð8ÞThus, Eq. (8) establishes that the kinetic energy of the system at the subsequent time t + Dt is a second-order
term. As Eq. (8) holds true whatever Dt, then:d2EcðtÞ ¼ Lim
Dt!dt
2Ecðtþ DtÞ
ðDtÞ2 d
2tþ oðDtÞd2t
 !
¼ 2Ecðtþ dtÞ þ oðdtÞ3 ð9ÞIn ignoring three-order terms, then d2Ec(t) = 2Ec (t + dt), and by combination with Eq. (6), it follows that:2Ecðtþ dtÞ ¼
Z
Co
dPijN jdui dSo 
Z
V o
dPij
oðduiÞ
oX j
 
dV o ð10ÞEq. (10) represents the rate expression of the system’s energy conservation from an equilibrium state. It must
be emphasized that Eq. (10) no longer applies once the system is out of equilibrium.
As Ec(t + dt) > 0, the system evolves toward another mechanical state if and only if:Z
V o
dPij
oðduiÞ
oX j
 
dV o <
Z
Co
dPijNjdui dSo ð11ÞDeﬁning the second-order work as the quantity:W 2 ¼
Z
V o
dPij
oðduiÞ
oX j
 
dV o ð12Þexpressed through a semi-Lagrangian formalism, the system evolves from the equilibrium conﬁguration C to-
ward another mechanical state if and only if:W 2 <
Z
Co
dPijNjdui dSo ð13ÞBy recalling that Hill’s nominal stress veriﬁes sH ¼ Pt, the usual expression of the second-order work, as de-
ﬁned by Hill (1958), can be recovered from Eq. (12):W 2 ¼
Z
V o
dðsH Þij
o duj
 
oX i
 
dV o ð14ÞThe condition expressed in Eq. (13) becomes particularly manageable if the control parameters are maintained
constant. As the system is controlled by the static distribution of forces dF Cri ¼ f Cri ds applied on Cr, together
with the kinematic ﬁeld uCei acting on Ce, thus at any point M 2 C either d(dFi) = 0 or dui = 0. However,
dFi = PijNjdSo, which gives d(dFi) = dPijNjdSo. Thus, at any point of Co, either dPijNj = 0 or dui = 0, which
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R
Co
dPijNjdui dSo ¼ 0. Thus, the system evolves from the equilibrium conﬁguration C toward an-
other mechanical state, with no change in the control parameters, if and only if the related second-order work
is strictly negative: W2 < 0.
It is advantageous to express the second-order work through a Eulerian formalism. Diﬀerentiating Eq. (4)
yields:dðJrÞ ¼ dP F t þPdF t ð15Þ
Thus, by combining Eqs. (4) and (15):dP ¼ Jdr F 1
 t
þ dJr F 1
 t
 Jr F 1
 t
dF
 t
F 1
 t
ð16Þ
As dJ ¼ J divðd~uÞ and dF ikðF 1Þkj ¼ oðduiÞoXk
oXk
oxj
¼ oðduiÞoxj ¼ Lijdt, it follows that:
dP ¼ J drþ J divðd~uÞr r L
 t
dt
 
F 1
 t
ð17Þ
Incremental Piola–Kirchoﬀ stress tensor dP is therefore the Piola transform of the incremental stress tensor
drþ J divðd~uÞr rðLÞtdt.
Moreover:oðduiÞ
oX j
¼ oðduiÞ
oxk
oxk
oX j
¼ LikF kjdt ð18ÞThus, using both Eqs. (17) and (18), Eq. (12) can be expressed as:W 2 ¼
Z
V o
J drþ J divðd~uÞr r L
 t
dt
 
F 1
 t
: LF dtdV o ð19ÞRecalling that for any matrices A, B and C, A : B C
 
¼ A Ct
 
: B ¼ BtA
 
: C, thus Eq. (19) can be rewrit-
ten as:W 2 ¼
Z
V o
J drþ divðd~uÞr r L
 t
dt
 
: LdtdV o ð20ÞUsing the change in variables ~X ¼ v1ð~xÞ, the integral of Eq. (20) can be expressed with respect to the current
conﬁguration, leading to the Eulerian expression of the second-order work:W 2 ¼
Z
V
drþ divðd~uÞr r L
 t
dt
 
: LdtdV ð21ÞIt should be noted that the expression of the second-order work takes a straightforward form in homogeneous
conditions, or when applied to a material point. If homogeneous conditions exist in volume V, this expression
can be obtained from Eq. (21):W 2 ¼ V drþ divðd~uÞr
 
: Ldt r L
 t
: LðdtÞ2
 
ð22Þ
As divðd~uÞ ¼ dVV and rðLÞt : L ¼ r : L2, Eq. (22) gives:W 2 ¼ V drþ dV r
 
: Ldt V r : L2ðdtÞ2 ð23Þ
In small strain theory, Ddt ¼ de, where de is a symmetric incremental small strain tensor. Then, as
D ¼ 1
2
ðLþ LtÞ, Eq. (23) also reads:
W 2 ¼ V dr : deþ dV r : de V r : L2ðdtÞ2 ð24ÞSince there is a priori no reason that both terms dV r : de and V r : L2ðdtÞ2 be negligible with respect to the term
V dr : de, Eq. (24) reveals that the standard expression W 2 ¼ V dr : de is generally not valid, even though the
small strain assumption holds true. These complementary terms, which will be further analyzed from a micro-
mechanical approach, take into account geometrical changes that occur within the material. These eﬀects dis-
appear with a semi-Lagrangian description since the reasoning is made with respect to a ﬁxed conﬁguration.
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work takes the straightforward form:W 2 ¼ V dPij oðduiÞoX j ð25ÞIt must be emphasized that the notion of loss of sustainability must not be confused with either the concept of
loss of uniqueness or loss of stability. The notion of loss of sustainability means that in an equilibrium con-
ﬁguration, a system under prescribed control parameters that are maintained stationary can evolve spontane-
ously, namely under the eﬀect of a perturbation that can be chosen as small as possible. Clearly, the system
evolves from an equilibrium state toward another mechanical state (not necessary in equilibrium) if and only if
the kinetic energy increases: Ec(t + dt)P 0, that is to say, according to Eq. (10), and as control parameters are
stationary, if and only if the second-order work is negative or nil. Thus, the vanishing of the second-order
work is clearly a necessary and suﬃcient condition to obtain a loss of sustainability for a given material system
in a given equilibrium state.
Interestingly, the analysis can be particularized by considering a material point in a given equilibrium state.
If a perturbation applied to this material point leads to a positive value of the kinetic energy of this material
point under stationary control parameters, then both incremental stress and strain exist so that the corre-
sponding second-order work is negative or nil. Therefore, one can conveniently detect whether an equilibrium
state is sustainable by investigating the incremental evolution of both stress and strain tensors along all the
directions of the incremental loading space. According to the directional analysis proposed by Gudehus (ini-
tially developed for building Gudehus envelope responses (Gudehus, 1979)), incremental stress loadings are
imposed along all the directions of the incremental stress space with the same norm, and the incremental strain
responses are considered. Then the second-order work can be assessed for each loading direction. Let us
assume that the second-order work vanishes for a given loading direction. Nicot et al. (2006c) established that
when a loading direction exists such that the second-order work vanishes, mixed stationary parameters can
always be found. Starting from an equilibrium state, if the loading of the specimen is governed by these sta-
tionary mixed control parameters, then the response of the specimen is such that the second-order work van-
ishes. The control parameters are mixed: they are never composed only of stress variables; otherwise the
condition would correspond to the usual perfect plastic limit condition.
As mentioned above, the evolution of the specimen at the bifurcation point requires that an inﬁnitesimal
perturbation is applied. The notion of inﬁnitesimal perturbation was recently investigated by considering dis-
crete element simulations (Sibille et al., 2007). Starting from an equilibrium state such that a directional anal-
ysis revealed that incremental loading directions exist leading to a vanishing value of the second-order work, it
was shown that a very small displacement imposed on any particle belonging to the weak phase of the granular
assembly (that undergoing small contact forces; see Radjai et al., 1999) is suﬃcient to produce an exponential
increase in the kinetic energy of the specimen. The specimen merely collapses. Thus, the numerical experiment
conﬁrmed that the equilibrium state considered was unsustainable, provided that no kinematic constraint is
assigned to the boundary of the specimen. Obviously, if the boundary of the specimen is kinematically con-
strained, then no collapse can occur. The kinematic eﬀect was noted early by Mandel by considering discrete
frictional systems (Mandel, 1964). Clearly, the equilibrium state considered by Mandel is unsustainable, since
another mechanical state exists such that the incremental evolution from the initial equilibrium state toward
this state leads to a negative value of the second-order work. However, the boundary conditions limit the kine-
matic evolution of the frictional body. Thus, no collapse occurs, as noted by Mandel. In some cases, the exper-
imental conditions do not demonstrate an eﬀective collapse.
It must be pointed out that the second-order work, as deﬁned throughout this paper, must not be confused
with the notion of plastic second-order work introduced by Drucker (1950, 1951, 1959). Indeed, the second-
order plastic work can be negative, whereas the second-order work is positive, since the incremental strains
can contain an elastic component. The positiveness of the plastic second-order work implies the positiveness
of the second-order work, but the converse proposal is not necessarily true.
Finally, since the vanishing of the second-order work plays a fundamental role in detecting a certain type of
bifurcation (namely, the loss of sustainability of a mechanical state under stationary control parameters), it is
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system made up of a granular assembly.
3. Application to the case of granular materials
The analysis is now particularized to granular materials. Before considering the case of a whole assembly, a
single pair of two adjoining granules is investigated.
3.1. Description of the contact zone in a continuum framework
Let us consider two convex particles ‘p’ and ‘q’ in contact, belonging to a granular assembly (Fig. 1). No
restriction on the geometrical shape of these convex particles is assigned (the spherical shapes displayed in
Fig. 2 are only given for the sake of example). A local tangent plane can be deﬁned in the contact zone. Let R
be aGalilean frame. The local frame R^f~^x;~^y;~^zg attached to the contact considered is introduced,where~^z is normal
to the tangent plane, and ~^x and ~^y belong to the tangent plane so that f~^x;~^y;~^zg deﬁnes a direct triad (Fig. 1). The
time diﬀerentiation of any variable w with respect to this frame will be denoted d^w. As the local frame R^ is
attached to the contact between the two adjoining granules, the diﬀerentiation d^f of any static variable f related
to this contact is deﬁned with respect to a pure deformation mechanism excluding any rigid body motion.
In this approach, the contact zone between two adjoining particles is described by a thin interfacial body.
This body is small with respect to the size of the particles but is chosen suﬃciently large so that it contains the
interfacial zones existing over any incremental relative displacement of the granules. This body can be
assumed to be constituted by two planes, say Sp and Sq, that are parallel to the tangent plane at the contact
zone, and a lateral surface Sl (Fig. 2). As a result of the external loading applied at the boundary of the par-
ticles, both strain and stress ﬁelds exist within this interfacial body. Consider a small incremental loading that
directs both incremental strain and stress ﬁelds, d^r and d^e, within the interfacial body of volume Vint (which is
considered unmodiﬁed over the incremental loading considered.) Then, adopting a semi-Lagrangian descrip-
tion, the second-order work associated with the two contacting granules ‘p’ and ‘q’ can be deﬁned as:W p;q2 ¼
Z
V int
d^Pijd^
oui
oxj
dV ð26ÞApplication of Eq. (6) makes it possible to write:d2Ep;qc ¼
Z
S
d^Pijnjd^ui ds
Z
V int
d^Pijd^
oui
oxj
dV ð27Þwhere S is the external surface of the interfacial body, and~n denotes the current outward normal. As thematerial
interface can be chosen inﬁnitesimally thin, its mass is negligible. Thus, term d2Ep;qc is negligible too, which yields:( )zˆ  Particle ‘p’ 
Particle ‘q’ ( )xˆ  
( )yˆ( )y
( )x
( )z
Frame ℜ
ℜFrame ˆ
→
→
→
→
→
→
Fig. 1. Deﬁnition of both the Galilean reference frame and the local frame attached to two contacting granules.
Particle ‘p’
Particle ‘q’
pG
qG
pS
qS
lS
pSFδˆ
qSFδˆ→
→
Fig. 2. Scheme of the interfacial zone between two contacting granules.
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Z
S
d^Pijnjd^ui ds ð28ÞLet d~F denote the current traction force acting on surface ds (attached to the initial conﬁguration), induc-
ing the nominal stress ﬁeld. Relation dFi = Pijnjds implies that:d
ds
d^F i
 
¼ d^Pijnj ð29ÞAs S = Sp  Sq  Sl, assuming that Sl is inﬁnitesimally small with respect to Sp and Sq gives:W p;q2 ¼
Z
Sp
d
ds
d^F i
 
d^ui dsþ
Z
Sq
d
ds
d^F i
 
d^ui ds ð30ÞAs Sp and Sq can be considered suﬃciently small, thus the incremental displacement within these two planes
can be assumed uniform so that Eq. (30) results in:W p;q2 ¼ d^uSpi
Z
Sp
d
ds
d^F i
 
dsþ d^uSqi
Z
Sq
d
ds
d^F i
 
ds ¼ d^F Spi d^uSpi þ d^F Sqi d^uSqi ð31Þwhere d^~F Sp is the incremental force acting on Sp, d^~F Sq is the incremental force acting on Sq, d^~uSp is the incre-
mental displacement of the points of Sp and d^~uSq is the incremental displacement of the points of Sq.
Let d^~up;qc ¼ d^~uSp  d^~uSq deﬁne the relative displacement of the particle ‘p’ with respect to the particle ‘q’, and
d^~F p;q the contact force applied by the particle ‘p’ onto the particle ‘q’. Equilibrium of the interfacial body
implies that d^~F p;q ¼ d^~F Sp ¼ d^~F Sq , so that:W p;q2 ¼ d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc ð32Þ
Since a granular assembly can be regarded as a distribution of contacts between adjoining granules, it seems
appropriate to query whether a relation exists between the macroscopic second-order work W2 expressed with
tensorial variables and the macroscopic second-order work expressed as the summation of the microscopic
second-order works W p;q2 ¼ d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc over all the contacts within the assembly.
3.2. Discrete formulation of the second-order work
A granular assembly composed of N grains ‘p’, with 1 6 p 6 N, is considered (Fig. 3). The geometrical
shape of the particles is convex, but no other speciﬁc restriction is needed. The mass center of each grain
‘p’ is denoted Gp. Each grain ‘p’ is in contact with np other grains ‘q’. The set of grains ‘q’ in contact with
pextF ,
1, pextF
1, +pextF
(∂V)
→
→
→
−
Fig. 3. Deﬁnition of the granular assembly. Boundary of the volume and external forces.
F. Nicot, F. Darve / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 6630–6652 6639the grain ‘p’ is deﬁned by the mapping q = Cp(k), with k = 1, . . . ,np. Whatever p is, np is nonzero. In these con-
ditions, the total number of contacts Nc within the assembly is given by:Nc ¼ 1
2
XN
p¼1
np ð33ÞEach grain ‘p’ belonging to the boundary oV of the volume is subjected to an external force ~F ext;p. It will be
assumed that no torque is applied to the particles of oV:8p 2 oV ; d~M ext;p ¼~0 ð34Þ
In the previous section, it was established that the rate formulation of the energy conservation reads:d2EcðtÞ ¼
Z
Co
dPijN jdui dSo  W 2 ð35ÞFor the considered granular assembly, integral
R
Co
dPijNjdui dSo can be expressed as:Z
Co
dPijNjdui dSo ¼
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up ð36ÞIn these conditions, Eq. (35) becomes:W 2 ¼
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up  d2EcðtÞ ð37ÞAnother method to establish Eq. (37) is given in Appendix A in the particular case of homogeneous stress–
strain ﬁelds in a given volume.
However, incremental kinetic energy of the considered granular assembly reads:dEcðtÞ ¼
XN
p¼1
~F p  d~up þ ~Mp  d~xp  ð38Þ
where d~F p and d~Mp are the incremental changes in the external force and the external torque, respectively,
exerted to any particle ‘p’ considered. These incremental changes are linked to an incremental displacement
d~up and to an incremental rotation d~xp of the particle ‘p’. After diﬀerentiation, Eq. (38) yields:
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XN
p¼1
~F p  d2~up þ ~Mp  d2~xp þ d~F p  d~up þ d~Mp  d~xp  ð39Þ
However,~F p ¼
Xnp
k¼1
~F CpðkÞ;p þ~F ext;p ð40Þand~Mp ¼
Xnp
k¼1
GpC
k
p
!
^~F CpðkÞ;p
 !
þ d~M ext;p ð41Þwhere ~F CpðkÞ;p represents the force applied by the particle ‘Cp(k)’ onto the particle ‘p’ at the contact point C
k
p,
and ~F ext;p and ~M ext;p are the external force and the external torque applied to the particle ‘p’, respectively,
excluding contact forces. Hereafter, it will be assumed that for any particle ‘p’, ~M ext;p ¼~0.
Diﬀerentiation of Eqs. (40) and (41) requires taking into account that new contacts may be created and
existing contacts may open for the particle ‘p’ considered. Let np(t) denote the number of contacts of particle
‘p’ at time t, and let np(t + dt) denote the number of contacts of particle ‘p’ at time t + dt. If the contact existing
at contact point Ckp at time t opens over the inﬁnitesimal range [t; t + dt], then the contact force ~F
CpðkÞ;p van-
ishes. This contact can be assumed to exist at time t + dt, with a vanishing contact force ~F CpðkÞ;p. Thus, the
variation in the number of contacts can be attributed only to the new created contacts, so that:d~F p ¼ ~F pðtþ dtÞ ~F pðtÞ ¼
XnpðtþdtÞ
k¼1
~F CpðkÞ;pðtþ dtÞ 
XnpðtÞ
k¼1
~F CpðkÞ;pðtÞ þ d~F ext;p ð42Þwhich can be rewritten as:d~F p ¼
XnpðtÞ
k¼1
~F CpðkÞ;pðtþ dtÞ ~F CpðkÞ;pðtÞ þ XnpðtþdtÞ
k¼npðtÞþ1
~F CpðkÞ;pðtþ dtÞ þ d~F ext;p ð43ÞHowever, at time t, no contact exists between particle ‘p’ and particle ‘Cp(k)’ for k = np(t) + 1 to k = np(t + dt),
so that ~F CpðkÞ;pðtÞ ¼ 0 for these values of k. It follows that:d~F p ¼
XnpðtþdtÞ
k¼1
d~F CpðkÞ;p þ d~F ext;p ð44ÞLikewise, diﬀerentiation of Eq. (41) gives:d~Mp ¼
XnpðtþdtÞ
k¼1
GpC
k
p
!
^d~F CpðkÞ;p þ d GpCkp
! !
^~F CpðkÞ;p
 !
þ d~M ext;p ð45ÞHence, it can be written that:XN
p¼1
d~F p  d~up þ d~Mp  d~xp 
¼
XN
p¼1
XnpðtþdtÞ
k¼1
d~F CpðkÞ;p  d~up  GpCkp
!
^d~xp
 !
    ~F CpðkÞ;p  d GpCkp
! !
^ d~xp
 !
þ
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up 
ð46ÞHowever, "p 2 {1, . . . ,N}, np(t + dt) < N. Likewise, "p 2 {1, . . . ,N} and "k 2 {1, . . . ,np(t + dt)},
Cp(k) 2 {1, . . . ,N}. The contact point Ckp can also be considered as the contact point Cp,q between the particle
‘p’ and an adjoining particle ‘q’. In addition, "k 2 {1, . . . ,np(t + dt)} such that q5 Cp(k), then Cp,q = / and
d~F q;p ¼~0.
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p¼1
d~F p  d~up þ d~Mp  d~xp  ¼XN
p¼1
XN
q¼1
d~F q;p  d~up  GpCp;q
!
^d~xp
 
~F q;p  d GpCp;q
! 
^ d~xp
 
þ    þ
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up  ð47Þ
Likewise, we have:XN
p¼1
~F p  d2~up þ ~Mp  d2~xp  ¼XN
p¼1
XN
q¼1
~F q;p  d2~up  GpCp;q
!
^d2~xp
  
þ
X
p2oV
~F ext;p  d2~up  ð48Þ
It follows that:d2EcðtÞ ¼
XN
p¼1
XN
q¼1
d~F q;p  d~up ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ þ~F q;p  d2~up  d~rp;q ^ d~xp ~rp;q ^ d2~xp  þ   
þ
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up þ~F ext;p  d2~up  ð49Þ
where~rp;q ¼ ~GpCp;q (resp.~rq;p ¼ ~GqCp;qÞ is the branch vector joining the center Gp (resp. Gq) of particle ‘p’ (resp.
‘q’) to the contact point Cp,q between both particles ‘p’ and ‘q’ (Fig. 4).
By inverting the order of indices ‘p’ and ‘q’, Eq. (49) reads:d2EcðtÞ ¼
XN
p¼1
XN
q¼1
d~F p;q  d~uq ~rq;p ^ d~xqð Þ þ~F p;q  d2~uq  d~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rq;p ^ d2~xq  þ   
þ
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up þ~F ext;p  d2~up  ð50Þ
As ~F q;p ¼ ~F p;q, it can be obtained by combining Eqs. (49) and (50):d2EcðtÞ ¼ 1
2
XN
p¼1
XN
q¼1
d~F q;p  d~up  d~uq ~rp;q ^ d~xp þ~rq;p ^ d~xqð Þ þ   
þ 1
2
XN
p¼1
XN
q¼1
~F q;p  d2~up  d2~uq ~rp;q ^ d2~xp þ~rq;p ^ d2~xq  þ   
þ 1
2
XN
p¼1
XN
q¼1
~F q;p  d~rq;p ^ d~xq  d~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ þ    þX
p2@V
d~F ext;p  d~up þ~F ext;p  d2~up  ð51ÞParticle ‘p’ 
Particle ‘q’ 
pG
qG
qp
r
,
pq
r
,
zˆ
qpC ,
→
→
→
Fig. 4. Spherical particles in contact.
6642 F. Nicot, F. Darve / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 6630–6652Let us notewpq ¼ d~F q;p  ðd~up  d~uq ~rp;q ^ d~xp þ~rq;p ^ d~xqÞ þ    þ~F q;p  ðd2~up  d2~uq ~rp;q ^ d2~xp þ~rq;p ^ d2~xqÞ
þ~F q;p  ðd~rq;p ^ d~xq  d~rp;q ^ d~xpÞAs wpq = 0, then Eq. (51) can be rewritten as:d2EcðtÞ ¼
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
d~F q;p  d~up  d~uq ~rp;q ^ d~xp þ~rq;p ^ d~xqð Þ þ   
þ
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
~F q;p  d2~up  d2~uq ~rp;q ^ d2~xp þ~rq;p ^ d2~xq  þ   
þ
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
~F q;p  d~rq;p ^ d~xq  d~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ þ    þX
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up þ~F ext;p  d2~up  ð52Þ
It is worth noting that the set of pairs (p,q), so that p 2 {1, . . . ,N} and q < p, contains once and only once all
the pairs of contacting particles of the assembly. Thus the quantity
PN
p¼1
Pp1
q¼1X denotes the summation of the
variable X over all the contacts existing in the assembly.
However, the relative displacement of particle ‘p’ with respect to particle ‘q’ reads:d~up;qc ¼ d~up  d~uq ~rp;q ^ d~xp þ~rq;p ^ d~xq ð53Þ
Thus, Eq. (52) ﬁnally gives:d2EcðtÞ ¼
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
d~F q;p  d~up;qc þ~F q;p  d2~up  d2~uq ~rp;q ^ d2~xp þ~rq;p ^ d2~xq
  þ   
þ
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
~F q;p  d~rq;p ^ d~xq  d~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ þ    þX
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up þ~F ext;p  d2~up  ð54Þ
In these conditions, as ~F p;q ¼ ~F q;p and d~F p;q ¼ d~F q;p, Eq. (37) can be expressed as:W 2 ¼
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
d~F p;q  d~up;qc þ~F p;q  d2~up  d2~uq ~rp;q ^ d2~xp þ~rq;p ^ d2~xq
  þ   
þ
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
~F p;q  d~rq;p ^ d~xq  d~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ X
p2oV
~F ext;p  d2~up  ð55Þ
Expression of the macroscopic second-order work in Eq. (55) introduces the quantity d~F p;q  d~up;qc . This is not
the microscopic second-order work, W p;q2 ¼ d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc , deﬁned on contact ‘c’ between particles ‘p’ and ‘q’,
since ~F p;q is diﬀerentiated with respect to R and not to R^. The relation that exists between d~F p;q  d~up;qc and
W p;q2 ¼ d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc is now the subject of analysis.
The local frame R^ attached to the contact between the granules ‘p’ and ‘q’ is obtained from the Galilean
frameR by a rotation d~^X related to the displacement of the center of the particle ‘p’ with respect to the particle
‘q’, together with a translation. Without altering the generality of the problem, this translation motion can be
set to zero. Thus we have:d~F p;q ¼ d^~F p;q þ d~^X ^~F p;q ð56Þ
which, after multiplying the two members of Eq. (56) by d^~up;qc , implies:d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc ¼ d~F p;q  d^~up;qc þ d~^X ^ d^~up;qc
 
~F p;q ð57Þ
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adopted irrespectively of the reference frame. Moreover, ~up;qc is a relative displacement so that the diﬀerenti-
ation of ~up;qc is also independent of the reference frame. Thus, Eq. (57) also reads:d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc ¼ d~F p;q  d~up;qc þ d~^X ^ d~up;qc
 
~F p;q ð58ÞThe term ðd~^X ^ d~up;qc Þ ~F p;q can be expressed diﬀerently after transformation. For the sake of simplicity, the
following developments are restricted to spherical particles. In these conditions, GpGq
!
remains constant with
respect to R^, so that we have d^ðGpGq
!
Þ ¼~0, and then:dðGpGq
!
Þ ¼ d~^X ^ GpGq
!
ð59Þ
which yields:d~rp;q  d~rq;p ¼ d~^X ^ ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ð60Þ
Noting that d~up  d~uq ¼ d~rq;p  d~rp;q, the relative displacement of ‘p’ with respect to ‘q’ reads:d~up;qc ¼ d~rq;p  d~rp;q ~rp;q ^ d~xp þ~rq;p ^ d~xq ð61Þ
Then, by multiplying the left member of Eq. (60) by the quantity~rp;q ^ d~xp ~rq;p ^ d~xq, and the right member
of that equation by the equal quantity d~up;qc  ðd~rq;p  d~rp;qÞ, it follows that:d~rp;q  d~rq;pð Þ  ~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ ¼ d~^X ^ ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ
 
 d~up;qc  d~rq;p  d~rp;qð Þ
  ð62ÞThe two members of Eq. (62), namely A ¼ ~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ  d~rp;q  d~rq;pð Þ and
B ¼ d~^X ^ ð~rp;q ~rq;pÞ
 
 d~up;qc  d~rq;p  d~rp;qð Þ
 
, are now considered separately.Transformation of term A ¼ ð~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpÞ  ðd~rp;q  d~rq;pÞ
For this purpose, it is convenient to diﬀerentiate the quantity ð~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpÞ  ð~rp;q ~rq;pÞ, which
leads to:d ~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ  ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þf g ¼ ~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ  d~rp;q  d~rq;pð Þ þ   
þ d~rq;p ^ d~xq  d~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ  ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ þ   
þ ~rq;p ^ d2~xq ~rp;q ^ d2~xp   ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ð63ÞFurthermore, as:~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ  ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ¼ ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ ~rq;p þ ~rq;p ^ d~xqð Þ ~rp;q ð64Þ
then:~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ  ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ¼ ~rq;p ^~rp;qð Þ  d~xp  d~xqð Þ ð65Þ
Restricting this mathematical development to spherical particles implies that~rp;q ^~rq;p ¼~0, which gives:~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ  ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ¼ 0 ð66Þ
Thus, by combining Eqs. (63) and (66), it follows that:~rq;p ^ d~xq ~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ  d~rp;q  d~rq;pð Þ ¼ d~rp;q ^ d~xp  d~rq;p ^ d~xqð Þ  ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ þ   
þ ~rp;q ^ d2~xp ~rq;p ^ d2~xq   ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ð67ÞTerm A can ﬁnally be expressed as:A ¼ d~rp;q ^ d~xp  d~rq;p ^ d~xqð Þ  ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ þ ~rp;q ^ d2~xp ~rq;p ^ d2~xq   ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ð68Þ
Transformation of term B ¼ d~^X ^ ð~rp;q ~rq;pÞ
 
 ðd~up;qc  ðd~rq;p  d~rp;qÞÞBy developing B, we have:
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 
 ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ  d~rq;p  d~rp;qð Þ ^ d~^X
 
 ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ð69ÞMoreover, diﬀerentiating Eq. (60) gives:d d~rq;p  d~rp;qð Þ ¼ d2~up  d2~uq ¼ d2~^X ^ ~rq;p ~rp;qð Þ þ d~^X ^ d~rq;p  d~rp;qð Þ ð70Þ
As ðd2~^X ^ ð~rp;q ~rq;pÞÞ  ð~rp ~rqÞ ¼ 0, we ﬁnally obtain:B ¼ d~up;qc ^ d~^X
 
 ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ þ d2~up  d2~uq   ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ð71Þ
Taking advantage of both Eqs. (68) and (71) makes it possible to rewrite Eq. (62) as:d~up;qc ^ d~^Xþ d2~up  d2~uq
 
 ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ
¼    þ d~rp;q ^ d~xp  d~rq;p ^ d~xq þ~rp;q ^ d2~xp ~rq;p ^ d2~xq   ~rp;q ~rq;pð Þ ð72ÞAs Eq. (72) must be veriﬁed whatever the vector ð~rp;q ~rq;pÞ is, it can be deduced that:
d~up;qc ^ d~^X ¼ d~rp;q ^ d~xp  d~rq;p ^ d~xq þ d2~uq  d2~up þ~rp;q ^ d2~xp ~rq;p ^ d2~xq ð73ÞEq. (58) can therefore be rewritten as follows:d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc ¼ d~F p;q  d~up;qc þ d~rq;p ^ d~xq  d~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ ~F p;q þ   
þ d2~up  d2~uq þ~rq;p ^ d2~xq ~rp;q ^ d2~xp  ~F p;q ð74ÞThus, the microscopic second-order work W p;q2 ¼ d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc related to the contact between granules ‘p’ and ‘q’
can be expressed as:W p;q2 ¼ d~F p;q  d~up;qc þ d~rq;p ^ d~xq  d~rp;q ^ d~xpð Þ ~F p;q þ   
þ d2~up  d2~uq þ~rq;p ^ d2~xq ~rp;q ^ d2~xp  ~F p;q ð75ÞEq. (75) has been established for spherical particles. However, even though no mathematical proof is pro-
vided in this paper, this relation is accepted as remaining valid for any pair of convex particles. In these con-
ditions, from Eqs. (55) and (75), the second-order work of the whole assembly is expressed as:W 2 ¼
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc
 

X
p2oV
~F ext;p  d2~up  ð76Þ
This relation proves that the second-order work W2 of a granular assembly, expressed from tensorial vari-
ables, is equal to the summation W 2 ¼
PN
p¼1
Pp1
q¼1ðd^~F p;q  d^~up;qc Þ of the microscopic second-order works over
all of the assembly’s contacts, minus a complementary boundary term,
P
p2oV ð~F ext;p  d2~upÞ, which takes into
account the acceleration of the particles located at the assembly’s boundary. It must be noted that this com-
plementary term vanishes if the specimen is strain-controlled with constant strain rates. Hereafter, the term W 2
is referred to as the discrete second-order work.
This micro–macro correspondence can be regarded as fundamental since it links a macroscopic variable,
namely W2, to micro-structural elements, namely the relative displacement and the contact force between
adjoining granules. It must be emphasized that the vanishing of the macroscopic second-order work corre-
sponds to a proper bifurcation mode: a specimen in equilibrium in a mechanical state at a given time, after
a given loading history, may reach another mechanical state without any action from an external agency
(i.e., by maintaining the control parameters constant). The basic correspondence expressed in Eq. (76), which
bridges the ‘‘macro-world’’ and the ‘‘micro-world’’, provides the means to investigate a macroscopic feature,
namely a bifurcation, from a micro-structural point of view. Before investigating this question, it is of interest
to give an interpretation of Eq. (76) in the particular case of a homogeneous stress–strain ﬁeld in a granular
volume.
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The problem at hand is now particularized to a homogeneous volume of granular material. The system is
assumed to be in equilibrium under a prescribed external loading, so that the loading directs macro-homoge-
neous strain and stress ﬁelds within the specimen in the sense given by Hill (1967): the incremental displace-
ment of a material point of position~x belonging to the boundary of the volume is a homogeneous function of
degree one with respect to the position~x, so that:dui ¼ oðduiÞoxj xj ¼ Lijdtxj ð77ÞIf a Eulerian description is adopted, Eq. (76) becomes, according to Eq. (23):V drþ dV r  : Ldt V r : L2ðdtÞ2 ¼XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
d^~F p;q  d^~up;qc
 

X
p2oV
~F ext;p  d2~up  ð78Þ
The symmetry of both tensors r and dr implies that:V drþ dV r  : Ldt ¼ V dr : Ddtþ dV r : Ddt ð79Þ
where D ¼ 1
2
ðLþ LtÞ is the strain rate tensor.
As the system is assumed to be in an equilibrium conﬁguration at time t, then the Cauchy stress tensor r can
be assessed from the Love formula. This formula expresses the Cauchy stress tensor equivalently either in
terms of the external forces applied to the boundary particles (boundary formulation) or in terms of the con-
tact forces between all the particles (contact formulation). If the boundary formulation is adopted, then:rij ¼ 1V
X
p2oV
F ext;pi x
p
j ð80ÞIn these conditions:V r : L2 ¼
X
p2oV
F ext;pi x
p
j LikLkj ð81ÞHowever, as Lkjdtx
p
j ¼ dupk according to Eq. (77), Eq. (81) yields:V r : L2dt2 ¼
X
p2oV
F ext;pi du
p
kLikdt ð82ÞIn addition, as dxpk ¼ dupk , diﬀerentiation of the relation Likdtxpk ¼ dupi gives:
dðLikdtÞxpk þ Likdtdupk ¼ d2upi ð83ÞAs a conclusion, with the help of Eqs. (79), (82) and (83), Eq. (78) can be expressed as:V dr : Ddtþ dV r : Ddtþ
X
c2oV
F ci x
c
kd Likdtð Þ ¼
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
d^~F p;q  d~up;qc
 
ð84Þwhich can be rewritten, from Eq. (80) and taking the symmetry of dðDdtÞ into account, as:V dr : Ddtþ dV r : Ddtþ V r : d Ddt
 
¼
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
d^~F p;q  d~up;qc
 
ð85ÞEq. (85) constitutes another formulation of the equivalence between the second-order work expressed from the
summation of the microscopic second-order works over all the contacts, and a tensorial expression derived
from the macroscopic second-order work.
If the contact formulation of the Love formula is adopted, then:
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X
c2V
F ci l
c
j ð86ÞIn these conditions:V r : L2 ¼
X
c2V
F ci LikLkjl
c
j ð87ÞHowever, as shown in Fig. 5, each branch vector~lc on contact ‘c’ between the pair of contacting grains ‘p’ and
‘q’ can be expressed as~lc ¼~xq ~xp, which implies:Lkjdtl
c
j ¼ Lkjdt xqj  xpj
  ¼ Lkjdtxqj  Lkjdtxpj ð88Þ
The usual aﬃne kinematic localization relation makes it possible to link the displacement of granules to the
whole deformation of the assembly:dupi ¼ Lijdtxpj ð89Þ
For the sake of example, this approximation is assumed, even though it is highly questionable. Then Eq. (88)
yields:Lkjdtl
c
j ¼ duqk  dupk ¼ dlck ð90ÞAs a conclusion, Eq. (78) can be expressed as:V dr : Ddtþ dV r : Ddt
X
c2V
F ci dl
c
kLikdt ¼
XN
p¼1
Xp1
q¼1
d^~F p;q  d~up;qc
 

X
p2oV
~F ext;p  d2~up  ð91Þ
where the left member corresponds to the macroscopic second-order work. Thus, Eq. (91) indicates that the
macroscopic second-order work expressed with a Eulerian formation is composed of three terms, whose phys-
ical meaning can be given as follows:
– Term V dr : Ddt, which implies that the inner product of both tensors, dr and Ddt, can be regarded as a
material term.
– Term dV r : Ddt takes into account the change in volume of the specimen.cl
qx
pG
O
1−pG
px
→ →
→
Fig. 5. Branch vector between contact granules.
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P
c2oV F
c
i dl
c
kLikdt, which introduces the change in the branch vectors, corresponds to the change in the
medium’s fabric.
3.4. Micro-mechanical analysis of the vanishing of the second-order work
The investigation of the vanishing of the discrete second-order work W 2 ¼
PN
p¼1
Pp1
q¼1ðd^~F p;q  d~up;qc Þ is now
the subject of analysis. The vanishing of this term has two origins. The ﬁrst one is linked to the opening of
contacts, the second one is linked to the vanishing of the microscopic second-order work
W p;q2 ¼ W c2 ¼ d^~F p;q  d~up;qc at nonopening contacts. Thus, the former origin can be considered as geometrical,
whereas the latter origin is material. In what follows, the material origin is explored.
For this purpose, a local constitutive model must be introduced to relate both terms d^~F c ¼ d^~F p;q and
d~uc ¼ d~up;qc . The local behavior is described properly using a contact mechanical model relating both the local
normal force F nc and the local tangential force F
t
c to both the local normal relative displacement u
n
c and the
local tangential relative displacement utc. To illustrate, a simple elastic–plastic model, which introduces a nor-
mal elastic stiﬀness kn and a tangential elastic stiﬀness kt, both constant, and a local friction angle ug, is cho-
sen. The incremental constitutive relations reads:d^F nc ¼ kndunc ð92aÞ
d^~F tc ¼ min ~F tc þ ktd~utc
 ; tanug F nc þ kndunc 	 
 ~F tc þ ktd~utc~F tc þ ktd~utc ~F
t
c ð92bÞIn order to deﬁne a local stiﬀness matrix, it is useful to introduce a local unit vector triad f~n;~t1;~t2g, where~n
is the vector perpendicular to the contact plane, ~t1 ¼ ~F
t
c
k~F tck
and ~t2 ¼~n ^~t1 (Fig. 6). In the ð~n;~t1;~t2Þ frame,
d^~F c ¼ d^F nc~nþ d^F t1c~t1 þ d^F t2c~t2 and d~uc ¼ dunc~nþ dut1c~t1 þ dut2c~t2. Introducing the stiﬀness matrix K as
d^~F c ¼ Kd~uc, it can be shown (Nicot and Darve, 2006a) that in elastic conditions, the stiﬀness matrix Ke is
expressed in the ð~n;~t1;~t2Þ frame as:Ke ¼
kn 0 0
0 kt 0
0 0 kt

 ð93Þwhereas in plastic conditions, omitting second-order terms, the stiﬀness matrix Kp is no longer symmetric:Kp ¼
kn 0 0
tanugkn 0 0
0 0 kt

 ð94ÞWith these notations, the microscopic second-order work reads:W c2 ¼ d^~F c  d~uc ¼ d^F ncdunc þ d^F t1c dut1c þ d^F t2c dut2c ð95Þ
In the elastic case, Eq. (95) takes the trivial form:W c2 ¼ knðduncÞ2 þ ktðdutcÞ2 ð96Þ1t
2t
n t
cF
t
ct uk δ
t
c
t
c FF δˆ+
α
1t
2t
n t
cF
t
ct uk δ
( )ncnncgtctc ukFFF δϕδ +=+ tanˆ
Elastic case Plastic case 
→
→
→
→
→ →
→
→
→
→
→→→
Fig. 6. Deﬁnition of the local vector frame.
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pair of contacting granules is considered, W c2 P 0 in the elastic regime. On the other hand, in the plastic case,
Eq. (95) reveals that W c2 is a quadratic form that can be positive or negative with respect to the sign of
discriminant D:W c2 ¼ kn dunc
 2 þ tanug cos akndutcdunc þ kt sin2 a dutc 2 ð97Þwhere a is the angle between both vectors~t1 ¼ ~F
t
c
k~F tck
and d~utc (as deﬁned in Fig. 6). It must be stressed that the
analysis of the quadratic form has to be led with respect to the relative incremental displacement ðdunc ; dutcÞ and
not with respect to the relative incremental contact forces ðdF nc ; dF tcÞ. Indeed, in the plastic regime, the stiﬀness
matrix Kp is not invertible. Eq. (97) therefore cannot be expressed with respect to terms ðdF nc ; dF tcÞ.
The discriminant D of the quadratic form is equal to the quantity ðtanug cos aknduncÞ2ð1 4 kt tan
2 a
kn tan2 ug
Þ.
If j tan aj > tanug
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
kn
kt
q
, the discriminant is negative, and the quadratic form is always positive.
If j tan aj 6 tanug
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
kn
kt
q
, the discriminant is positive, and the quadratic form vanishes for two values of dutc:U 1 ¼
 tanugkn dunc cos aþ dunc cos a
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1 4 kt tan2 akn tan2 ug
q 
2kt sin
2 a
ð98Þ
U 2 ¼
 tanugkn dunc cos a dunc cos a
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1 4 kt tan2 akn tan2 ug
q 
2kt sin
2 a
ð99ÞIf dunc cos aP 0, U1 and U2 are negative, which implies that 8dutc P 0;W c2 P 0. Let us now consider the
other case, dunc cos a < 0; U1 and U2 are positive, which implies that 8dutc 2 ½U 1;U 2;W c2 6 0.
Moreover, the local plastic condition is written k~F tc þ ktd~utckP tanugðF nc þ knduncÞ, which, after squaring
the two members and recalling that ~F tc ¼ k~F tck~t1, yields:k~F tck2 þ 2k~F tckkt d~utc
  cos aþ kt d~utc  2 P tan2 ug F nc 2 þ 2F nckndunc þ kndunc 2  ð100ÞAs k~F tck ¼ tanugF nc , ignoring second-order terms, it follows that:
kt d~utc
  cos aP tanugkndunc ð101Þwhich gives:dunc 6
ktdutc
kn tanug
cos a ð102ÞThe following discussion can therefore be made:
– If cosa< 0, then from Eq. (100) dunc 6 0, which implies that dunc cos aP 0, and accordingly 8dutc P 0 and
W c2 P 0.
– If cosaP 0, as condition W c2 < 0 requires that du
n
c cos a < 0, then W
c
2 < 0 requires that du
n
c 6 0.
In conclusion, the local second-order work is negative if the three following conditions are fulﬁlled at the
same time:ða1Þ dunc 6 0
ðb1Þ tan a 6
tanug
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn
kt
s
with a 2  p
2
;
p
2
h i
ðc1Þ dutc 2 ½U 1;U 2 with Ui ¼
 tanugkndunc cos a 1þ ni
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4 kt tan2 akn tan2 ug
q 
2kt sin
2 a
ðn1 ¼ 1; n2 ¼ 1Þ
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tion of the contact occurs and that the deviation a of the incremental tangential displacement with respect to
the direction of the tangential force is lower to a limit value, and requires the incremental tangential displace-
ment ranging between two values. This latter condition exists only in three-dimensional conditions. If two-
dimensional conditions are considered, then a = 0, and W c2 6 0 if and only if:ða2Þ dunc 6 0
ðb2Þ dutc P 
dunc
tanugThus, in two-dimensional conditions, the vanishing of the microscopic second-order work implies that an
unloading along the normal direction of the contact occurs, and that the incremental tangential displacement
is higher than the positive limit value  dunc
tanug
. As veriﬁed from simulations carried out using a micro-mechan-
ical model (Nicot and Darve, 2006a), conditions for the vanishing of the macroscopic second-order work are
less restrictive in two dimensions than in three dimensions.
In the general 3D case, it can be noted that U1 increases with a, and U2 decreases with a (Fig. 7). To ensure
W c2 6 0, dutc must belong to a range whose amplitude decreases when a varies from 0 to the limit value
arctan
tanug
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
kn
kt
q 
.
In conclusion, the microscopic second-order work may vanish only if the considered nonopening contact is
in a plastic regime and is subjected to a normal release. However, and particularly in three-dimensional con-
ditions, the microscopic second-order work is likely to be positive even though the contact behaves plastically.
It should be emphasized that the microscopic second-order work cannot vanish in a compressive situation.
Thus, on a grain assembly scale, the second-order work is expected to remain positive along conﬁned loading
paths such as oedometric loading (i.e., one-dimensional compression).
Of course, as mentioned above, opening the contact can also contribute to the vanishing of the discrete sec-
ond-order work. This is an outstanding feature of granular materials, where sudden collapses may occur,
inducing signiﬁcant rearrangements between grains. This feature was well-recognized from both experimental
investigations (Oda et al., 1982) and numerical simulations based on a discrete element method (Bardet, 1994).
In order to tackle this question, it is relevant to consider that the granular assembly can be split into two
distinct regimes. Indeed, it has been established that a granular medium can be considered as composed of
two distinct phases (Horne, 1965; Radjai et al., 1998). Speciﬁc patterns for grains that are joined by contacts
transmitting high contact forces may be developed within the granular assembly. Since these patterns are0
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4kt
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using the terminology adopted by Horne). These chains constitute the so-called strong phase. In the vicinity of
these chains, a network of weak contacts exists, associated with low contact forces; similarly, this network
constitutes the so-called weak phase. However, force chains are likely to collapse abruptly; this is particularly
true for rounded particles since particle rotations may occur. Indeed, it is well-known that particle rolling is to
a large extent responsible for the so-called buckling eﬀect (Oda et al., 1982, and more recently, Tordesillas and
Walsh, 2002). The collapse of force chains induces substantial structural rearrangements, directing bursts of
kinetic energy of the assembly. This geometrical ‘‘instability’’ can be detected by the vanishing of the second-
order work. Furthermore, it has also been established (Radjai et al., 1998) that the low normal contact forces
that exist within the weak phase may justify that several contacts are in the plastic regime, possibly leading to
the vanishing of the microscopic second-order work for these contacts.
In conclusion, it seems that the vanishing of the second-order work has two origins. A geometrical origin
essentially concerns the strong phase and is related to important changes in the structure resulting from the
collapse of force chains. A material origin could be linked to the sliding between adjoining granules that
mainly occurs within the weak phase.
4. Concluding remarks
This paper investigates a certain class of bifurcations for a material system, namely the loss of sustainabil-
ity of an equilibrium state with no change in the control parameters. The second-order work, deﬁned on the
scale of the whole system, was shown to play a fundamental role to detect the occurrence of such a bifur-
cation. Then the notion was applied to the case of granular assemblies. As far as each contact between
adjoining particles can be regarded as the fundamental constitutive unit of a grain assembly, a basic corre-
spondence was derived between the macroscopic second-order work and the discrete second-order work. The
former quantity is deﬁned from tensorial variables, whereas the latter is deﬁned as the summation over all
the contacts of the microscopic second-order works expressed from discrete variables on the scale of each
contact.
This basic micro–macro correspondence is general and requires no additional assumption on the nature of
the contact between granules, provided that the contact is described by a nonviscous model. This is therefore a
fundamental relation that links a macroscopic notion, deﬁned on a specimen scale, to micro-structural quan-
tities, since the microscopic second-order work involves both relative displacement and contact force at each
contact. A micro-mechanical investigation of the origin of the vanishing of the second-order work was under-
taken by making use of this relation. Two origins can be distinguished. A ﬁrst origin is material, and is related
to the elasto-plastic behavior of contacts. In particular, the vanishing of the microscopic second-order work at
a given contact requires, in two-dimensional conditions, that this contact behave in a plastic regime under nor-
mal unloading. This is no longer true in more general three-dimensional conditions, since the microscopic sec-
ond-order work may remain positive for contacts in a plastic regime with normal unloading. An additional
condition on the amplitude of the tangential incremental displacement must be adjoined. A second origin is
purely geometrical, and is related to the sudden opening of existing contacts. Such phenomena are likely to
occur within the strong phase of the medium, along the so-called force chains, inducing signiﬁcant structural
rearrangements.
Although this paper contributes to bridging the gap between the ‘‘macro world’’ and the ‘‘micro world’’,
several questions remain unanswered. In particular, many rearrangements between grains occur early, before
the macroscopic second-order work vanishes. This indicates that a transition phase exists between a quiescent
regime during which the vanishing of the microscopic second-order work at some contacts does not direct a
global bifurcation, and a critical state leads to the vanishing of the macroscopic second-order work. Depend-
ing on the current microstructure of the assembly, rearrangements between particles can lead to the collapse of
the entire specimen. Clearly, a transition phase exists between a quiescent regime allowing a stationary strain
state to be established and a critical state leading to sudden strain acceleration. How does the assembly orga-
nize during this transition phase? What micro-structural reasons result in a critical state being reached in some
cases and not in others? Intensive research based on numerical simulations using a discrete element method is
now in progress to address this key issue.
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Let us consider, at a given time t, a homogeneous granular assembly of volume V in equilibrium under pre-
scribed boundary conditions. Then, in Eulerian formalism:dEcðtÞ ¼ V rijLijdt
X
p2oV
~F ext;p  d~up ðA:1ÞDiﬀerentiating Eq. (A.1) gives:d2EcðtÞ ¼ V drijLijdtþ rijd Lijdt
  þ dV rijLijdtX
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up þ~F ext;p  d2~up  ðA:2ÞThe Cauchy stress tensor r can be assessed at any point M of the volume V by the Love formula:rij ¼ 1V
X
p2oV
F ext;pi x
p
j ðA:3ÞThen it follows that:d2EcðtÞ ¼ V drijLijdtþ dV rijLijdtþ
X
p2oV
F ext;pi x
p
jdðLijdtÞ     
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up þ~F ext;p  d2~up  ðA:4Þ
In addition, Lijdtx
p
j ¼ dupi , and by diﬀerentiation, dðLijdtÞxpj þ Lijdtdxpj ¼ d2upi . By combining with Eq. (A.4), it
comes:d2EcðtÞ ¼ V drijLijdtþ dV rijLijdt
X
p2oV
F ext;pi Lijdtdx
p
j 
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up ðA:5ÞAs dxpi ¼ Lijdtxpj , then
P
p2oV F
ext;p
i Lijdtdx
p
j ¼
P
p2oV F
ext;p
i LijLjkðdtÞ2xpk , which implies that:d2EcðtÞ ¼ V drijLijdtþ dV rijLijdt V rikLijLjkðdtÞ2 
X
p2oV
d~F ext;p  d~up ðA:6ÞFrom the deﬁnition of the second-order work given in Eq. (23), in Eulerian description and for a homoge-
neous assembly, Eq. (A.6) makes it possible to recover Eq. (37):d2EcðtÞ ¼ W 2 
X
p2oV o
d~F ext;p  d~up ðA:7ÞReferences
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